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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the Spring Issue!
Hello and welcome to the final issue of The
Painter’s Journal for 2004-2005. It’s been a great year;
since moving to Boston we have been able to provide
more pages of articles and more color photos as the
printing costs are cheaper here. The number of
subscriptions has continued to grow as well. What all
this means is that we are able to keep the subscription
prices for 2005-2006 the same as this year’s prices.
Enclosed with this issue is a renewal form for your
subscription. We hope you have enjoyed our issues
and will renew for next year.
You will also find an institutional subscription
form enclosed. If you find The Painter’s Journal to be
a valuable resource and you work at a university, we
hope you will encourage your department or library
to subscribe. Institutional subscriptions, which make
the knowledge and information in The Painter’s Journal
available to a larger number of people, are an important
source of revenue that helps pay for the additional color
and content.

As this subscription cycle comes to a close, I
would like to express my gratitude to the many people
who help make the publication happen. I must start
by thanking the staff of The Painter’s Journal who spend
many hours putting together each issue; without your
help this publication wouldn’t be possible. Thank
you to the writers of the articles; without your creativity
there would be nothing to publish. Peter S. Miller
deserves a special thank you for his three wonderfully
in-depth and well-illustrated articles this year. I would
like to thank Rose Brand and Cobalt Studios for their
continued support through advertising. Finally, many
thanks to all of you, the subscribers. Your patronage
and support make this one of the most rewarding
aspects of my life.

Have a great summer,

Anthony R. Phelps
Executive Editor

I would like to formally introduce our new
research assistant Andrea Tsurumi. Andrea takes over
the duties previously filled by Megan Pence when I
was at Bradley University. Andrea is a second year
student at Harvard University and has done a fair
amount of scenic art herself.
We have five great articles in this issue. Jenny
Knott has written a wonderful article about using some
of Rosco’s texturing products. Don Childs shows us
how to make an inexpensive neon effect with paint.
Peter S. Miller describes the process of making a threedimensional mass grave, and Ken Scar ruminates about
how a particular drop he painted challenged his views
of art. Finally, Monona Rossol talks to us about paint
ingredients we never knew about.
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PRODUCTS
CREATING TEXTURED SURFACES
by Jenny Knott, Rosco Laboratories
Textures can play an extremely important role in theatre
design. A designer may wish to create a sense of strong realism or
use texture, on its own, to add visual interest and impact. For
both scenic artists and lighting designers, a textured set can be
tremendously satisfying to work on. A beautifully textured set,
whether it has had the techniques of carving or plaster type
material applied, will literally be brought to life by lighting, as
the three-dimensional qualities will be brought into play by the
use of light and shadows.
Learning how to use a wide variety of textures will increase
the imaginative and creative uses by designers and scenic artists
alike. After having looked at a textured set design, scenic artists
may have to ask themselves several questions concerning the
texturing process. They might, for instance, ask any of the
following: What are the substrates being used? What will stick
to those substrates? Will actors be standing on, or climbing over
it? What is the budget? What are the time constraints? Texture
can often allow you to cut the actual time it takes to paint the set.
There are several ways to achieve texture. Textures can be
wet on application, i.e. Rosco Foamcoat, Flexcoat, and Flexbond.
They can be pre-molded, i.e. vacuform or pre-cast molds. Or,
textures can be created by carving or appliqué, i.e. polystyrene,
urethane and extruded foams, fabrics, rope, pasta, etc. Textures
that are wet on application are used for re-creating effects such as
plaster walls, wood, bark, stone and brick. This texture technique
can be very versatile, depending on the thinness or the thickness
of the material. A range between very subtle and deeply textured
scenic effects can be accomplished by the texture’s viscosity and
additives. Texture can be applied manually or with a texture
spray-gun. Once mixed, other materials can be added, such as
sawdust, powdered clay, joint compound, sand, mica, vermiculite,
and color for tinting. The choice of texture will depend on
various factors, such as availability, budget, and flexibility. It is
always a good idea to experiment with a few different methods,
as they all have quite unique characteristics, such as:
-Flexibility, which may either mean that a texture cannot
be sanded or, if it dries hard enough to sand, it may be too
brittle for the substrate.
-Absorbency and non-absorbency will affect the type of
painting needed. Whether there is a need to prime should
be considered. A highly absorbent texture will soak up
paint immediately and could appear too patchy.
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Mixing texture is not only messy, it poses health and safety
concerns. To avoid unnecessary risks, as well as irritation when
you are mixing particulate matter, you should consider taking
the necessary precautions, such as wearing a particle mask,
respirator with proper cartridges, and wearing the proper rated
gloves.
Most textures can be applied with anything, e.g. trowel,
putty knife, pastry tube, brush, roller, texture spray-gun, sponge,
or hands. Before deciding which technique to use, first consider
your desired effect and your time table.
There are many ways to create specific textures for the
stage, using many different materials. Bricks, for example, may
be appliquéd, carved out of foam, textured, or stenciled. Below,
I will address a couple of ways to use Rosco coating materials. You
might keep these in mind the next time texture is an element for
the stage set or props.

Textured Bricks
There are several ways of approaching textured bricks. I
chose this method, using Rosco Flexbond glue, because it is so
versatile, has many variations, and is economical. The substrate
being used is medite.
1.

Prime the clean, dry and dust-free medite, using a wet
blend of tinted Tough Prime. A good bond will be
achieved when textures are applied over clean and primed
surfaces.

2.

Using a brush or hand-pump sprayer, spatter with a light,
a medium, and a dark mortar color. (It is not necessary to
allow the prime coat to completely dry before spattering.
A sprayer with water may also be used to add variety to the
spatter step.) Let dry.

3.

Measure, mark, and apply masking tape over the painted
mortar.

4.

Mix up the sand and Rosco Flexbond glue in a clean bucket.
The ratio of sand to Flexbond will depend on how thick
or thin the texture is required to appear. If the texture is
stiff, the resulting texture will be very pronounced. If the
texture is thin, it will settle out and have a softer appearance.
Gradually mix the sand into the Flexbond, stirring
constantly. Be sure to test the mixture, to ensure the
adhesion was not compromised by the addition of too
much sand. (Different colored sands may be used in
different buckets or color may be added as a variation).

www.paintersjournal.com
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Using a brush, trowel, roller or putty knife, apply mixture
over the tape. Application should be uneven for interest.
Figure 1.

5.

Brush or roll on the brick base color. (To preserve the color
of the mortar it may be necessary to reapply masking tape.)

6.

Using a foam roller that has some of the foam picked out,
apply a second brick color. It is not necessary to roll this
color on all the bricks. (This is a fast method of applying
additional color in a random and more realistic manner.)

BE SURE TO PULL THE TAPE BEFORE THE
TEXTURE DRIES, OTHERWISE THE TAPE WILL
BECOME ONE WITH THE TEXTURE. Let dry.
Figure 2

Fig. 3
7.

Additional colors may be applied using the texture roller.
Each additional color should be used less than the previous
color. Random application of color will lend visual interest
and realism to the brick. Let dry.

Fig. 1
Fig. 4

Fig. 2

6
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8.

Remove masking tape.

9.

Utilizing the raised texture, dry brush on the highlight colors.
Figure 5

10.

Shadows and cut lines may be applied, in order to enhance
the illusion of greater depth. Figure 6

The versatility of Rosco Flexbond glue can be seen in Figure
Eight on page seven in the photograph of the board with sand,
sawdust, clay powder, and joint compound added on the top row.
Off Broadway yellow ochre was added on the bottom row to
illustrate how the glue dries clear and allows the color to remain
visible. Flexbond sticks to many porous and non-porous substrates,
yet retains its pliability. It also does not retain any surface “tackiness”
when dry, a real plus when folding up soft goods or storing flats face
to face.

The Painter’s Journal, Spring 2005
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Fig. 5

a grinder may be in order. The steps for applying Foamcoat for the
stone are similar to those of textured brick.
1.
Make sure surfaces are clean, dry, and dust free.
2.

Mark and tape off the mortar.

3.

Apply Foamcoat, over the taped mortar, straight out of the
bucket. (Foamcoat may be tinted or other textures added.)
Be sure to leave open areas, for dark glazes to pool in later in
the painting process. This will increase the feeling of deep
dimension.

4.

Pull the tape before the Foamcoat dries or it will become
one with the texture.

5.

Apply more layers of Foamcoat, letting it dry between the
layers until the desired depth has been achieved. It is not
necessary to retape the mortar.

6.

Paint with thin layers of color until desired finish is attained.

7.

Dry brush the raised surfaces with the highlight.

8.

Add cast shadows and cut lines.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7
The Finished
Product

Fig. 8
OTHER CHOICES FOR TEXTURED SURFACES
FO
AMCO
AT
FOAMCO
AMCOA
Textured Travertine Stone
Rosco Foamcoat works extremely well in building up surfaces
to simulate different types of stone. Foamcoat is a water-based,
interior/exterior, weather-resistant, flame-retardant coating that dries
very hard. It is sandable but the longer it sits the harder it gets and

The Painter’s Journal, Spring 2005
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Weathered Wood, Carved Brick, and Stucco
Tudor walls can be reproduced using polystyrene, insulation
foam and Foamcoat, instead of wood products and steel which are
heavy, bulky, and still need texture added.
1.

Cartoon then carve the laminated foam pieces. Make sure
the carving is deep enough to allow for a texture product
to be applied without losing the definition.

2.

Surfaces should be clean, dry and dust free before applying
Foamcoat.

3.

Apply Foamcoat, letting it dry between layers. (The Foamcoat
may be tinted and/or sand or sawdust added to give added
interest and save time.)

4.

Paint according to the elevation or reference material.

5.

Other objects, such as bolts, may be added to give additional
reality to the scenery.

6.

Tinted Foamcoat may be applied to give the impression of a
repair.

FLEX
CO
AT
FLEXCO
COA
Quite often, shops forced to choose between buying the
expensive decorative molding the designer would like and
constructing it out of the objects hanging around the shop. Labor
dollars vs. materials dollars. The answer for the “found” object
item is Flexcoat. Flexcoat is a water-based, flexible, interior/exterior,
weather-resistant, flame-retardant coating product that will adhere
to a wide variety of substrates. Therefore, they can be painted with
water-based paint.

Frieze using “found” objects
The frieze contained the following items: pine molding, old
rope, MDF, anaglyptic border paper, MDF, cardboard tube, pasta
twists, and plastic beads on medite.
1.

After selecting items and attaching them to a backing board,
Flexcoat was applied to fill in the gaps to create the appearance
of a unified “carved” object. (Flexcoat may be tinted.) It was
then allowed to dry.

2.

A second layer of tinted Flexcoat was applied. It was then
allowed to dry.

8
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3.

Off Broadway Gold was brushed on.

4.

Glazes using Clear Acrylic Gloss were applied, dark to light,
letting each layer dry before applying another layer to avoid a
muddy appearance.

5.

Finally, Off Broadway Bright Gold was dry brushed on to
increase the illusion of depth.

Stone Wall
Flexcoat was the product chosen to coat the stone wall below,
which was constructed with removable stones made out of upholstery
foam and then painted.

Flexcoat also makes an excellent opaque medium for
translucent drops. 2 parts Flexcoat mixed with 1 part Tough Prime
results in a perfect combination of flexibility with opacity. One coat
will usually take care of the pinholes.
These are just a few suggestions for using Flexbond, Foamcoat,
and Flexcoat to create textured surfaces for the stage. They can be
applied to an unending list of substrates. As always, a preliminary
test helps eliminate a few surprises. Happy Gooping.
ABOUT THE A
UTHOR
AUTHOR
Jenny Knott is a graduate of the University of Missouri, Kansas
City with an MFA in Design and Technology. Jenny freelanced as a
Scenic Artist for over 20 years. She worked for regional theatres
such as Missouri Rep, Arena Stage, Guthrie and Goodspeed Opera
House as well as union scene shops, and was an artist-in-residence
at the University of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana. She is a member of
USA 829. Jenny joined Rosco as their Paint Products Manager in
July of 2003. She continues to paint on the occasional weekend for
the Goodspeed, keeping current with new painters and new ways of
approaching paint challenges.
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Grave Matters:
A Multimedia Extravaganza
by Peter S. Miller

Like so many other jobs, this particular project began with
a phone call. The caller was Bob Grimes, Production Manager
of the Wolftrap Opera Company, with whom I have shared an
enjoyable and productive long term working relationship. After
exchanging pleasantries, we got down to business: “Ever made a
mass grave?” he asked. I was momentarily speechless, but I was
also unemployed, so I replied: “No, but I certainly could.” The
show, Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress, based on a series of
paintings by the artist William Hogarth, depicted a young man’s
decline into gambling, debauchery, debt, and ultimately death.
The grave, a grim reminder of human mortality, needed to be
fairly gruesome. After discussing the size (about as big as a sheet
of plywood), the schedule (around three weeks), and several
other projects that required my attention, I decided that, with
the help of an assistant, I could finish the grave and the other,
smaller jobs in the time allotted. Several days later, I was on my
way to Washington—staring out the window of the Amtrak
Metroliner while trying to formulate a plan of attack to meet the
numerous requirements. Since it would not be revealed until
late in Act II, the grave would be hidden under a trap door
throughout Act I. It not only needed to hold four or five bodies
in a fairly advanced state of decomposition, it had to fit under a
raked deck. It also had to be durable, since opera singers were
going to walk in it and shovel dirt out of it.

shallow bas-relief, seen through an open trap door under dim
lighting, that level of realistic detail and expense seemed
unnecessary.
We next thought it might be possible to carve most of the
bones out of Dow Corning’s blue insulation foam. Yet, using
this method to fabricate such a large number of realistically detailed
skulls and hands seemed prohibitively time-consuming. In the
end, we decided the most efficient and effective approach would
be to cast the skulls and hands in plaster.
Through our prop department, we were able to obtain a
relatively realistic, inexpensive plastic skull at a local model shop.
An articulated plastic skeleton hand was ordered from Carolina
Biological Supply. This was not cheap (it is made for training
medical students); consequently, we only purchased a right hand.
To make left hands, we simply turned the right hand over and
molded it palm side up.1 We counted on dirt, dim lighting, and
stage distance to disguise any anatomical anomalies. The plastic
skull and hand are shown on the work table in Figure 1.

Fig. 1
Fortunately, I was able to delegate many of the repetitive
tasks to my assistant, Dana Maier, a talented design student doing
a summer internship with the company. Five years later, Dana is
now the charge artist at Wolftrap and her enthusiasm and
dedication to the project made a rather depressing task a pleasure.
For a while, we considered the possibility of purchasing
several skeletons, thinking that this would save time.
Unfortunately, a look at the Carolina Biological Supply Catalogue
proved that skeletons, even the plastic ones used in high school
classrooms, would be prohibitively expensive. Since the grave
was going to be walked on, we were also concerned that they
would be too fragile and since the grave would actually be a
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1

Mold-making is a fascinating and arcane topic, far too
complicated to go into in any depth here. However, for those
who want to know more, I highly recommend Thurston James’s
excellent book, The Prop Builder’s Molding and Casting
Handbook; Betterway Publications, Inc. Cruzet, VA. 1989. Mr.
James’s concise and well-written text is accompanied by many
clear photographs showing a range of projects, problems,
materials, and solutions. I often refer to this book, as well as to
Mr. James’s other works: The Prop Builder’s Mask-Making
Handbook and The Theater Props Handbook (which are also
published by Betterway).
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Since we wanted strong, rigid skull and hand
castings in plaster, we knew that in order to avoid
undercuts (areas where the castings and the mold lock
together and refuse to be separated) we needed a
flexible mold – hopefully one that could be used several
times.
Mold-making materials that work well in these
situations include: silicone, latex, and R.T.V. rubber.
Unfortunately, the use of these materials is timeconsuming and complicated. They require the mixing
of several components, overnight curing time, or the
building-up of multiple layers. They are also expensive,
sensitive to changing room temperatures, and some
release toxic fumes.
A simpler, faster, more economical, and harmless
material is Dental Impression Crème, the flavored,
water-based gel used by dentists to make molds of the
mouth. Another product is alginate, used by makeup
artists to make life casts of actors’ faces in the creation
of prosthetic appliances. These are so flexible that they
require a rigid support or “mother mold” to prevent
distortion while the heavy plaster castings are made.
The also have a tendency to shrink as their water
content evaporates. This problem can be controlled
by keeping the mold wrapped in wet towels when they
are not filled with plaster. (This shrinkage can also be
deliberately encouraged with a hairdryer and is an
excellent way to create realistic, shrunken heads – but
that’s another article!) We were able to find an alginatelike material, called “Instamold,” at the craft store in
a local mall.
Although our mold material was flexible, we were
still concerned about the extreme undercuts created
by the eye-sockets, nose, mouth, and cheekbone areas
of the skull. These voids were partially filled with oilbased plasteline modeling clay (from the craft store),
which was also textured to resemble graveyard dirt.
Three molds of the skull were made, each at a
slightly different angle, with the jaw moved, so that

10
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the occupants of the grave would not look identical.
In retrospect, I wish we had removed some teeth,
considering the state of eighteenth-century dental
hygiene, but this did not occur to me at the time.
The mother-molds, which support the flexible
alginate, were easily made with plaster-impregnated
bandages; although these are used by doctors to set
broken bones, they can be purchased at most craft
stores. The negative skull and hand molds, cradled in
the rigid “mother-molds,” are shown together with
the “Instamold” package label in Figure Two.

F
ig. 2
Fig.

Figure 3 shows several positive skull castings, a
hand, and the “Art Plaster” container. This was not
my first choice of material. It could, though, be
obtained locally, whereas Dental Stone or Ultracal 30,
a tough industrial-strength gypsum product which
would have been better, was only available by mail
order. We followed the usual plaster-mixing procedures.
We sifted the plaster into the water slowly through
our fingers, allowing it to thicken, and spooned it
gently into the mold to avoid trapping air bubbles.
We also made sure that all the castings had flat, level
backs so that they could be easily attached to a surface.
Gathering materials, making the molds, and generating
multiple hand and skull castings took several days,
and required a lot of drying time, but fortunately we
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were able to make headway on other aspects of the job
while that was happening.

Fig. 4
F
ig. 3
Fig.

Before sculpting the long bones, pelvises, and rib
cages, we wanted to determine the precise composition
and proportions of the grave’s occupants. In accordance
with the designer’s ground plan, we measured and cut
a length of craft paper to the exact size and shape of
the grave. Members of the crew volunteered to “lay
down on the job” and assumed various positions on
the paper-grave. Their bodies were traced in charcoal
and after several attempts, a suitable arrangement was
found.

10

The skeleton on the cover of the Carolina
Biological Supply Catalog served as a handy reference
for sketching the individual bones. The finished
drawing was inked, perforated with a pounce wheel,
and transferred to two-inch-thick blue foam, inked,
and the individual bones were rough cut on the band
saw. Shapes were refined with a keyhole saw, a variety
of knives, surforms and the small, pointed files (known
as riflers) used in woodcarving. We also referred to a
mockup of the raked deck to make sure that the grave
would have enough clearance to fit under the trap door.
To avoid a lot of time-consuming detail, we tried to
remember that the bones would be kept in low relief,
as they would be partially buried by the application
of “dirt.” Figure 4 shows the plaster skull and hand
castings and most of our blue foam bones laid out on
the paper pattern.
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We also thought that a nice touch would be to
have a few loose bones scattered about the excavation,
to make it look as though a hand or foot had been
disturbed during the digging. Thus, I encouraged
several lunchtime excursions to a local fast-food chicken
restaurant; the wing and leg bones were carefully saved,
washed, and dried on the loading dock.
It was crucial that the Styrofoam and plaster bones
share the same texture, so they would take paint and
reflect light in the same way. This was accomplished
by giving the blue foam bones several coats of plaster.
To make the plaster stronger, a little clear gloss was
added to the water; the mix was brushed on, smoothed
with a damp brush, and lightly sanded when dry.
Although this made the foam considerably stronger,
we were still concerned about the possibility of damage
from the singer’s boots and the shovel. As an added
precaution, we decided to give all the bones several
layers of a wonderful product called Sculpt-or-Coat™,
which has many applications. The fact that it dries
clear is a great asset, but in this case, we were interested
in strength and resilience. We also used it as a primer,
tinting it a dark brown color, assuming that if any
paint flaked off, or if we left any holidays, brown would
be the least offensive color to show through. After
making sure all the plaster was completely dry (which
only required one day on the loading dock in the hot,
Virginia sun), this versatile, non-toxic, water-based,

www.paintersjournal.com
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tough, flexible coating was brushed on.
Painting was pretty straightforward. The bones
were laid-in with a fairly dark ivory color and liberally
dry-brushed with a lighter, warm, off-white. The teeth
were painted with a glossy off-white, and the low areas
(eye sockets, nose, mouth, and temples) were shaded
with dark brown. Everything was given an aging glaze
of clear flat tinted with burnt umber, most of which
was wiped off with a rag, leaving it in the recesses and
hollows. This gave the sunken areas an illusion of depth
to compensate for the fact that they had been partially
filled to avoid undercuts. We also cleaned the Plasteline
off our plastic skull, removed some teeth, primed it
with Sculpt-or-Coat™, and painted it and our cache
of chicken bones in the same manner. Figure 5 shows
a close-up of three of our plaster skulls, and the plastic
model, textured, painted, and glazed. Figure 6 shows
all of the bones laid out in position on the pounce
drawing.

The next step was to attach the bones to a sturdy
platform that had been built by the carpenters. After
the plywood had been primed a neutral brown color,
the pounce was used to locate the bones and their
position was inked with a Sharpie. The blue foam bones
were glued with 3-M’s green contact adhesive. Panel
adhesive and a caulk gun were used to attach the plaster
skulls, hands, and assorted chicken bones. Figure 7
shows the bones being applied.

F
ig. 7
Fig.

F
ig. 5
Fig.

F
ig. 6
Fig.

12
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At this point, our grave had a rather pristine,
museum-display quality about it – it did not seem
gruesome or operatic. What was needed was some
tastefully applied rotting flesh. We experimented with
several materials, including the liquid latex rubber used
by makeup artists to simulate zombie skin.
Unfortunately, this did not have enough bulk. Inspired
by the “organic” look of the stretchy synthetic cobweb
material used for Halloween decorations, I decided to
try Fiber-fill. This cotton-like substance, commonly
used to stuff quilts and teddy bears, is sold in craft
stores. The Fiber-fill was saturated with Sobo glue
tinted with burnt umber. It was then stretched over
the skeletons in a manner that left many organiclooking holes for the bones to show through. This
technique produced a delightful imitation of decaying
flesh and tissue. In larger areas, like the rib cages and
leg bones, the texture was enhanced by dry brushing
with Sobo glue thickened with fine rolotex, a texturepaint additive. Figure 8 shows Dana hard at work; the
Fiber-fill and tinted Sobo glue are on the table
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beside her. The “flesh” required very little painting. Since
it was too uniformly colored and needed some detail, we
dry brushed it with purple-maroon scene paint and brushed
on clear Sculpt-or-Coat™ and gloss for a slimy,
decomposing look. Now, our grave was looking less
clinical and a lot more gruesome.

mache product sold in craft stores and made of ground
magazines and newsprint. When using Celuclay™, it is
important to wear a respirator or mask to avoid inhaling
the dust particles, since the pulp contains the chemicals
from the ink used in the printing process. It is also a
good idea to wear gloves to avoid absorbing the chemicals
through your skin.

Fig. 8

An examination of some WWII era photographs of
a mass grave uncovered in the Katyn Forest in Poland
reminded us that one of the most noticeable textures was
that of decaying clothing. This seemed like a way to
individualize the skeletons a bit and add a touch of
poignancy. A visit to the costume shop yielded some scraps
of fabric from previous shows which were broken down
with wirebrushes, surforms, and careful burning on our
cement loading dock. These rags were sprayed with thin
glazes of raw and burnt umber to age them even more.
Dressing the corpses did not take very long. Most of our
time was spent placing the holes for maximum effect—
showing a little collarbone here, or a bit of ribcage there,
for that “layered” look. Although we had initially purchased
some theatrical crepe hair for the purpose of doing a little
hairstyling, our skeletons remained un-coiffed due to time
constraints. Figure 9 shows the bodies with the distressed
fabric applied.
We needed to build up some “dirt” around and over
the corpses so they would appear to be partially buried.
Therefore, I asked our carpenter to put a temporary six
inch wall of quarter inch thick plywood around the
perimeter of the platform. The wall was covered with
plastic garbage bag material and greased with petroleum
jelly, to prevent the dirt from sticking to it permanently.
To simulate dirt, we used Celuclay™, an instant paper
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Fig. 9

CeluclayTM already has binder in it, and can be used
by simply mixing it with water; however, we decided to
give it additional strength by putting some Sobo glue in
the mix. We also added burnt umber scene paint for a
rich, muddy brown. The dirt was painted a dark, Van
Dyke brown; dry brushed with a lighter, warmer brown;
and glazed with burnt umber. To tie the bodies in, some
of the glaze was smudged and spattered on them. The
final step was to remove the plywood walls and discreetly
dry brush and spatter some clear gloss on the entire unit.
This made the colors richer and gave the grave a wet,
freshly dug quality. The gloss also created some gleaming
highlights enhancing the dimensionality of the grave under
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subdued lighting. In hindsight, I wish that I had made
the painting bolder and more colorful. The unit was seen
under dim, blue light and its primary color was burnt
umber, a logical choice for a freshly dug grave. However,
some cool blue and purple glazes could have added more
definition.
This is certainly one of the more unusual projects
that I have attempted. Dana’s enthusiasm and dedication
to the project was inspirational, and the job could have
never been finished on time without her help. Our grave
was a true multimedia extravaganza, which required a
collage of ideas, techniques, and materials to solve unique
and challenging problems. Due to some time constraints
and some difficulty obtaining materials, we were forced
to experiment with some products that I might not
otherwise have tried. Most of them worked well. Despite
the morbid subject matter, it was a most enjoyable
undertaking. Figures 10 and 11 show the final effect!

Fig. 11
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Fig.
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scene painting with Lester Polakov at The Studio and Forum of
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Artist of The Wolf Trap Opera Company and The Juilliard School
at Lincoln Center. Since joining Local 829 of United Scenic
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the Death of Jo Egg, The Boys From Syracuse, Amour, Dance of
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Changing Lanes, Unfaithful, The Stepford Wives (2004), The
Interpreter, and War of the Worlds coming soon to a theatre near
you. Peter teaches scene painting at The Mason Gross School of
the Arts, Rutgers University, has participated as a Resident Artist
in The Freshman Arts Program at Harvard for the last decade,
and teaches classes for the Local 829 Apprenticeship Program.
He is also a member of USITT. He is proud to work in an
industry that allows him to put three productions of Mozart’s
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Highway to Hell on the same resume. After almost twenty years
in show business, he can honestly say that he has hardly ever
been bored and that he has almost always been amused.
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KNOCKOUT NEON
FOR BARGAIN BUCKS
The Childs Method
by Don Childs, Sam Houston State University
The Problem
One of the most rewarding aspects of being a theatre
designer or scenic artist is the frequent call to explore innovative
and interesting solutions to a problem. During preparations for
a recent production of Guys and Dolls at Sam Houston State
University (SHSU), one such problem confronted the designer
and his scenic artists. The director, Maureen McIntyre (Ms. Mac),
found inspiration for the Havana scene at a recently restored
Galveston nightclub, which was originally built as a replica of a
club in Havana. The most outstanding feature Ms. Mac observed
was the 8' tall neon palm trees. In her mind, the neon palm trees
symbolized early twentieth century Havana (See Figure 1).
Initial research into purchasing similar trees found 6’-7’
neon palm trees starting at $700.00 each. Since spending
$1400.00 on the pair of trees did not fit the limited Guys and
Dolls budget, we had to find another method. Brainstorming
yielded a number of suggestions for reproducing the trees, but
most were dismissed due to excessive cost or ineffective results.
In hopes of finding a workable solution, we turned to
experimentation.

black velour and black commando cloth. Though this produced
marginally better results, the flatness continued to be a problem.
In hopes of achieving the necessary roundness, someone suggested
we create a bead of hot-melt glue and paint the bead fluorescent.
We dismissed the idea because past experiments had taught us
that paint was unlikely to adhere to hot-melt glue.
The Solution
While walking through the local hardware store, I saw a
display of clear vinyl tubing that ranged from 1/4" diameter to
1" diameter. As the size and shape reminded me of neon tubing,
I purchased ten feet of 3/8" diameter tubing to conduct some
tests.
Our first test consisted of painting the tubing exterior
with the fluorescent paint. As the paint dried, it adhered poorly
to the tube; it beaded off the vinyl and left most of the tubing
uncovered. The paint also dulled as it dried, losing the vibrancy
it needed to read as neon. We solved the first problem by mixing
a small amount of PVC primer into the paint. Though the paint
adhered better to the vinyl surface, it dried with even less shine
than the untreated paint.
We then tried to pour paint through the inside of the
tubing, but encountered the same problems. The raw paint did
not adhere to the inside of the tube any better than the outside.
While the addition of PVC primer again helped, the loss of
brilliance was still too high to transform the tubing into a
believable neon. In fact, the problem was worse because the
paint was now being viewed through the dull thickness of the
tube.

Early Experiments
Early in the process, we decided to pursue the use of
fluorescent paint. We performed a number of experiments in an
attempt to create neon that was both readable and believable on
stage. In our first test, we used fluorescent paints to paint solid
lines on a plain black flat. We discovered two problems with this
method. First, the flat absorbed most of the fluorescent paint
and, even after several coats, it did not really look or glow like
neon. Second, the lines looked flat and lacked depth or volume.
We could have painted the lines to look three-dimensional, but
artificial shadowing would only exacerbate the lack of
luminescence.

The scenic artist, Tera Childs, noticed that the fluorescent
paint inside the tube looked like neon until it dried. She
suggested, in consequence, that we could keep it from drying by
sealing both ends tightly. We then sealed one end of a section of
tube with silicone sealant and attempted to pour paint into the
tube. After much forcing and cursing, we filled the three foot
length with paint and sealed the other end. A test under black
light was very successful; it looked like a neon light. But unless
we could find a faster way of introducing the thick liquid into
the small tube this method was impractical and time-prohibitive
for theatrical use.

We also experimented with painted fluorescent lines on

We found that leaving both ends of the tube open while
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using human power to siphon the paint sped up the process
considerably: a funnel attached to one end of the tube was filled
with paint and a volunteer with excellent lung capacity sucked
on the other end (See Figure 2). The funnel was held several feet
above the other end of the tube so gravity and suction could
work in unison. Once the tube was filled with paint, both ends
were generously plugged with silicone sealant (See Figure 3).
(NOTE: A non-human siphon alternative is offered in the
Further Experiments section of this article and recommended
for safety and time concerns.)
Now that we had a reliable method, we had to create the
colors we needed. Since brown is not commonly a neon color,
we needed green for the fronds and yellow for the trunks of the
palm tress. Unfortunately, our supplier was out of green on this
weekend immediately preceding tech week. Therefore, we could
only get blue and yellow. We created our own green by adding
blue to yellow in a 1:4 ratio. In order to pump up the radiance,
we added a small amount of white, which was thicker, denser,
and had stronger fluorescence per volume.
Having finally created a product that looked like neon
light in the colors we needed, it only remained to build the palm
trees. Using a 1/4" plywood panel attached to a 1x frame, the
plywood was cut out in the pattern of a palm tree and painted
with flat black latex. The paint-filled tubes were then attached
to the plywood profiles via a combination of hot-melt glue and
9/16 staples (See Figure 4).
CAUTION: When stapling, take care to make sure the tube is
not punctured. If the tube is pierced (which we managed to do
twice), repair the puncture with silicone sealant.
The Product
The final product was highly successful. We hung a 48"
UV (black light) tube vertically on the backside of the hard
wings that were situated on either side of the stage just downstage
of the trees. The fluorescent paint, sealed off from the air inside
the tubes, remained liquid and gave off a brilliant glow under
the UV Light (See Figure 5). We had successfully constructed
two realistic, neon-replica palm trees from inexpensive, low-tech
materials.
The Cost
The total cost to produce the palm trees was approximately
$100.00 ($50.00/tree). We purchased Rosco Fluorescent paints
in the following colors: Blue (one quart at $23.00/qt), Yellow
(one quart at $20.00/qt), and White (one quart at $20.00/qt).
We used approximately 1/4 quart of the Blue ($6.00), 1/2 quart
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of Yellow ($10.00), and a few teaspoons of White ($2.00). It
took 2 sheets of 1/4" plywood (at $34.00/sheet) and 30’ of 1x3
($20.00) to make the profiles for both trees. The 100' of 3/8"
ID vinyl tube cost $18.00. Our additional costs amounted to a
mere $9.95: $6.95 for a tube of Silicone Sealant and $3.00 for
a pint of flat black latex.
Further Experiments
The experience we gained producing the palm trees for
Guys and Dolls came in handy when we were producing Smokey
Joe’s Café this season, for which we used the same technique to
produce more intricate neon signs (See Figure 6). While working
on the signs for Smokey Joe’s Café, we made some additional
discoveries. We were aware that the human siphon method for
sucking the paint into the tube was probably less than ideal
because there was always the potential that the person on the
siphon end would end up with a mouthful of paint. Moreover,
the human siphon was a relatively slow and arduous process.
In our first attempt to find a siphon alternative, we tried a
handy $0.99 siphon pump commonly used to empty the gas
tanks of lawn mowers (See Figure 7). Although the hand pump
worked and was clearly a safer alternative than the human siphon,
it was designed for thinner-than-paint gasoline and was even
slower than the human siphon. Our final solution was an airless
spray nozzle. When we placed one end of the tube in the can of
paint (making sure that it remained submerged) and secured the
other end to the feed tube, the airless spray gun can filled a fivefoot tube in only a few seconds (See Figure 8).
ABOUT THE A
UTHOR
AUTHOR
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Life By the Drop
by Ken Scar
“All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women
merely players . . .”
- Shakespeare
“It is only a paper moon, hanging over a muslin tree
but it wouldn’t be make-believe if you believed in me”
- Nat King Cole
Recently, San Diego’s Old Globe Theatre mounted a monster
production of Pentecost, an epic play by David Edgar that poses
some hefty ideological questions to match its marathon running
time. It would also prove to be the rare play that would touch
some of us behind the scenes as much as it does the audience.
Located somewhere in the middle of an ambiguous middleeastern country that is in the process of ruining itself with war,
Pentecost is about a diverse group of refugees who wind up
hiding in a dilapidated church. Michael Yeargen’s scenic design
presented our diverse group of refugees - the backstage crew with some juicy creative dilemmas.
Scenically, the focus of the play is on a large fresco that has
been recently discovered behind a brick wall in the church. The
fresco resembles Giotto’s “Lamentation” from the Arena Chapel
in Padua, but it is suspected to be much older. Several of the
play’s characters strongly believe the future world view of their
little country could hinge on the legitimacy of this one piece of
art, making the scenery unusually important to the success of
this particular production. The fresco goes through a total
refurbishment during the course of the play, only to be tragically
and spectacularly destroyed by a mortar round smack through
its center in the final act. This presented the Globe’s set design
crew with a real challenge: how to take a work of art from plastercovered mystery back to its original glory and then blow a hole
through the middle of it eight times a week! The solution they
came up with was to make five different versions of the same
painting, four in varying degrees of refurbishment and one in
destruction. Like a gigantic patio doors, the painted drops would
slide silently on and off the stage. Engineering the mechanics
was a formidable task, but our crack team of fabricators had little
trouble designing and constructing the machinery. Within a
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few short weeks, the exoskeleton of a crumbling church was
sprouting out of our main stage. Now the burden was passed on
to the scenic artists to recreate Giotto’s most famous work - five
times over - and that is where I enter the scene. At the time I was
the assistant charge artist at the Old Globe.
When I first saw scenic designer Michael Yeargen’s rendering
of the Giotto fresco, I thought we would have no problem
banging out five of them within the allotted two-month
production time frame. After all, we produce difficult and
complex drops at that rate all the time in our shop and, at first
glimpse, Giotto’s figures seemed rather stiff and two-dimensional
to me, even sort of amateurish. Not surprisingly, Giotto’s hand
would prove to be much harder to emulate than I thought.
After ten years in this business, I should have known better.
Beyond that, I could never have predicted that our production
of Pentecost was going to make me question the validity of what
I do for a living, shift my paradigms of what the definition of ‘art’
is, and break my heart - all before I ever watched an actual
performance of the play.
One theme of Pentecost is the question of what, exactly, is
the value of preserving art that is naturally temporal. In other
words: Should a majestic fresco on the wall of a crumbling church
be saved, or is decay and death a rightful part of its cycle? This
notion hits close to home for me because the theatre itself gets
much of its energy from the ephemeral nature of openings and
closings. Subsequently, theatrical scene painting is about as
temporary as art can get - if indeed it is Art with a capital “A”. In
addition to being haunted by this, our crew began to question a
big part of what the scenic artist does for a living—amplifying
other people’s artworks onto stage sets. The scenics argued about
whether what we do is Art. My fellow scenic JW Caldwell said
our crew is basically just a “collective Kinko’s copy machine.”
“What we do is a craft,” he would insist, “not art.” Danny
Griego, who was the charge artist at the Old Globe at the time
and quite probably one of the most competent scenic artists in
the country, agreed with JW. He made the claim that because
scenics magnify a designer’s ideas, our work lacks the personal
interpretation that makes true art, and makes art true. JW and
Danny, like a lot of scenics, save their real passion for when they
are home and can submerse themselves in their own paintings.
They are re both incredible artists; each has had individual
exhibits at the best of San Diego’s smart little galleries - but I
think they are wrong about what we do at our day job.
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In that we take the set designer’s blueprint vision and
reproduce it in much-larger-than-life size, painting sets is,
admittedly, a unique field. It is true that a scenic artist’s job is to
bring life to the designers’ ideas, but I have never seen us as copy
machines. I believe we are more than that. As two of America’s
leading scenic artists, Susan Crabtree and Peter Beudert,
eloquently explained in their book Scenic Art for the Theater:
“The key to the craft is the ability to interpret . . . drawings not
just by their appearance but also by their meaning.” They go on
to say, “Scenic artistry is a profession where the artist might be
called on to recapture the soul and substance of art from all eras
of history.” (p. 4). Personally, I approach each set as a piece of
art. In turn, each production inherits a piece of me, whether it is
my distinct technique with shading or texturing, or my own
style of creating line and dimension. Even when I am doing
something as routine as wood graining, I always put some of my
own flavor into it. It is unavoidable. I can agree that sometimes
my job is no more artistic than house painting, for instance, the
sterile nursing home set we did for Ellen Burstyn’s most recent
vehicle, The Last Living Confederate Widow Tells All. That was
as monotone and mindless a paint job as I have ever had to do.
While the play proved to be a great piece of performance art
from Ellen Burstyn, the set itself was not exactly a piece of Art.
But in the case of the Giotto fresco drops, it was Art. We
were swiftly immersed in the project, glued between our little
printed renderings of Giotto’s masterpiece and the drop itself. I
soon figured out that his genius was layered not in the depth
and perspective of his subjects’ bodies, which I had first seen as
two-dimensional and childish, but in their expressions: the sorrow
in the eyes, the grief-stretched mouths, the foreheads wrinkled
in distress. The glassy, anguished look in the Christ figure’s eyes,
for instance, balanced on the most delicate line, the perfect dip
and swoop of my smallest brush on a canvas the size of a building.
Drawing a line like that is nerve-wracking, but when you step
back and see that you got it just right, the rush of excitement and
pure satisfaction is like nothing else. That feeling, I believe, is the
essence of Art.
Before it was finished, my fellow Assistant Charge Scenic
Artist Edee and I worked on the first Pentecost mural for a month.
During the process, I developed a real fascination with it. I was
learning new things from it every day. That first finished drop,
if I do say so myself, was a muslin masterpiece. We had nailed it.
However, it had taken us too long; we were not going
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to have time to paint the other four versions of the fresco. So,
after some heated discussions between our technical director and
the administrative offices, it was decided that we would paint
only two of the remaining drops and the other two would be
printed. If you approach it like I do, this can be a uniquely heartwrenching profession. Whenever a production does not go on
to Broadway or a national tour, I always want to salvage the
scenery. Consequently, I try to find a corporate theater shop or a
school to take it. Usually, my efforts are in vain and the whole
thing usually goes in the trash at the end of its run. It is a
merciless cycle that would make Andy Goldsworthy proud.
Nonetheless, I had high hopes for our Giotto painting. I thought
maybe we could donate it to a church or find some other place to
take it. I thought surely someone out there would want it,
because it was beautiful. More than likely I was right about that.
As it turned out, its beauty did not matter.
The wrecking ball started to swing toward my painting the
same day the printed drops were delivered. The colors in them
did not match the drops we had painted. Usually the problem
can be easily solved, by letting the scenic artists tweak the printed
drops with glazes until they match the painted drops. This time,
other arrangements were made. Somehow, instead of having us
wash over the printed drops to make them match our painted
one, the decision was made to simply use our first painted drop
in the last scene—the scene in which a gaping hole is blown
right through the center of it. That meant that our painting was
now going to be wallpapered onto a pre-constructed facade and
then the entire middle cut out with razors. This would render it
useless to a church, useless to save for future productions, useless
for anything but the trash bin. By the time the news of that
decision trickled down to me, it was too late.
Meanwhile, the lusterless set of Last Living Confederate
Widow was being packed into trucks and headed for new life on
Broadway, an irony worthy of a Sam Shepherd play. The rest of
the shop had to tiptoe around me for weeks. The reason for this
was not specifically because I was angry (which I definitely was),
but because my heart and spirit were broken. The decision to
ruin what I considered to be a valuable piece of art forced me to
face certain realities about what I do for a living. Realities that, if
I want to believe that what I do really means something, I need
to ignore. We all want to think what we do for a living serves a
higher purpose, to believe that our job is special. Sometimes that
is more of a stretch than others. Nevertheless, there are certain
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Photos are clockwise from the top left:
Ken Scar, painting the drop, the finished drop,
a closeup, Ken next to the bombed drop, detail
view of the bombed drop, the drop in the
dumpster.
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places where I can be exceptionally proud of what I do, i.e.
weddings, family gatherings, my high-school reunion, and other
functions of that order. This is because, when I say that I make
my living in the arts, the other guests tend to think that my job
is exciting, fascinating, and noble. The truth is that scenery is
just scenery. It lives behind what really matters in theater: the
actors’ performances. But scenery is my life.

Pentecost stretched a lot of my beliefs, and roasted a bundle
of my lofty notions about myself. I was reminded that everything
I do is determined by managers, bosses, and bureaucracy, just as
if I toiled at Enron or IBM or the US Government in a cubicledwelling vocation. I was forced to acknowledge that even though
the Old Globe, like most regional theaters, is legally a public
charity (which always meant more to me than simply being
exempt from taxes; it meant that the Globe was obligated to
foster all forms of the theatrical arts) its main concern is the bottom
line. When they decided to butcher my drop, it was like a
punch in the stomach. It took my breath away. In view of that,
I could not let the obvious irony of the situation crash over me
without rebelling a little. So while the mural was still whole, laid
out on the floor of our rehearsal space awaiting its execution, I
made a point of gathering the entire cast of Pentecost to explain
the whole sad story. “What happens in the plot of your play is
actually going to happen to this painting,” I told them, “It’s
going to happen to me. So use that knowledge in your
performances if you can.” A few weeks into the run, several
actors, one after the other, told me that they were doing just that.
Bless their hearts, they are artists too, and they helped me catch
my breath.
During the week that Pentecost was going to close, I was
asked to sit on a panel for an Old Globe Insights Seminar, one of
the really great programs the Globe offers to the public in San
Diego. When I walked onto the stage that night, in front of one
of the printed drops that had killed my painting, I was thrilled to
look out and see an audience of hundreds filling row after row.
These were thoughtful people with a genuine interest in the
process of putting together a major production like Pentecost. It
struck me so sweetly that these people actually cared about what
I did.

were asked of the actors, of the dialects coach, and of me. As an
added bonus, two distinguished guests joined us, Steven Kern,
the Curator of European Art from the San Diego Museum of
Art, and Betsy Cort, a conservator at the Balboa Art Conservation
Center. When they spoke about their experiences in the real
world of priceless and historic art, both were effortlessly brilliant,
funny, and inspirational. They were the real deal; they were
passionate not just about their work, but about all art. When
each expressed a sincere admiration for the Pentecost set to me, it
warmed my soul in ways neither could ever understand.
Afterward, I was able to speak with Steven Kern for a few
minutes, and I asked him something that had been prodding
the back of my mind all evening; “In the end, isn’t all art
temporary?” As if he had been expecting the question, he smiled
and nodded, then said: “If it’s made from organic material, then
yes.” I pushed further: “So eventually, even the “Mona Lisa”
will fade away?” This question made him pause for a second
before he replied: “Yes.” Sad as that thought is, it made me feel
unexpectedly serene. If the “Mona Lisa” is going to fade away,
then maybe it is okay if my work, my art, and I do, too.

“That’s how it happens livin’ life by th’ drop.”
-Stevie Ray Vaughn
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It turned out to be a pivotal night in my life. Questions
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
High School Student
Teaches Us About Paints
by Monona Rossol, President of Arts, Crafts &
Theatre Safety

The best way to find out what manufacturers
actually put in their paints is to subscribe (as ACTS
does) to the technical journals of the paint industry
itself. In the June issue of the Journal of Coatings
Technology, there was a short item written by Laura
Matthews, a high school student, which provided good
basic information.

Stodex PX-90 (wetting agent) 5%; Dowanol DPnB
(surfactant) 5%; Texanol (defoamer) 5%; and Trysan
Polyphase AF21 (dispersing agent) 2%. The next
part is the pigment grind, which consists of: Tronox
CR-828 (pigment) 35%; Atomite (pigment) 35%;
No. 417 W/Zinc Oxide (pigment) 10%; and
Stainban 209 (pigment) 20%.
Even if the manufacturer did tell you all the
ingredients by their trade names, as Laura did, you
still would not know what is in the paint! The chemical
compositions of many of these are trade secrets. For
this reason, the following chart identifies some of the
most problematic ingredients contained in paints.

Laura was one of the 50 Philadelphia high school
students invited, along with their chemistry teachers,
to participate in a “scavenger hunt” at the 2003
International Coatings Expo. The hunt’s purpose was
to allow participants to visit the exhibits of raw material
suppliers and equipment manufacturers in order to
learn how to make a batch of paint. Each novice was
encouraged to write an essay on his or her findings.
Here is a part of Laura’s winning essay, which you
might keep in mind the next time you find only 3 to
5 ingredients listed on the material safety data sheet
label for a latex stain or paint.
In order to create a paint of any kind,
you need to start with several ingredients. There
are typical standand ingredients used in all
paint types: pigment, water, propylene glycol,
potassium tripolyphosphate, also known as
KTPP, leveling agent, rheology modifier, wetting
agent, surfactant, defoamer, mildewcide,
dispersing agent, fibers, film formers, etc.
A great example is a latex stain. In order
to start creating this stain, you premix these
materials and chemicals: Water (solvent) 40%;
KTPP . . . (thickener/binder) 5%; propylene
glycol (binder) 25%; DA27NA (leveling agent)
5%; BYK-022 (rheology modifier) 5%;
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BIOCIDES. The most toxic of the unlisted paint
chemicals are the biocides – the mildewcides,
fungicides, pesticides, and bactericides. These keep
microorganisms from degrading the paint. There are
at least two types in almost all paints:
1) Biocides to protect wet paint in the can from
degrading.
These usually evaporate as the paint dries and can be
inhaled.
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2) Biocides which remain in the paint after it has
dried to protect painted surfaces from degrading.
These biocides usually can only be inhaled when dry
paint films are sanded or when wet paints are sprayed.
OTHER INGREDIENTS. In addition to
biocides, paints may include many of the following:
adhesion promoters
freeze-thaw stabilizers
antioxidants
light stabilizers
anti-sag & settling agents
mar and slip aids
anti-skinning agents
moisture scavengers
anti-static agents
pH (acidity) control agents
defoamers
plasticizers
dispersants
rheology modifiers
driers (to speed drying time)
rust inhibitors
emulsifiers
surfactants (detergents)
flame retardants
UV (sunlight) absorbers
flatting agents
wetting agents
flow modifiers

ADVICE. The next time someone tells you that you
can not possibly be harmed or have symptoms from
exposure to “water based” and “nontoxic” paints, tell
them that even high school students know better than
this!
Reprinted from ACTS Facts Sept. 2004, vol. 18,
No. 09
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The identities of most of these chemicals are trade
secrets. Those that are known often have names as long
as your arm. Most have never been tested for their
chronic effects on people. Some, based on their
chemical class, are expected to be toxic. Yet, these
chemicals are usually not listed on the MSDS. Under
the crazy labeling system in this country, most paints
are labeled “nontoxic.”
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